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I am Kuthumi and I come forward upon the rays of love and wisdom to greet each of you upon this day and to bring
unto you the blessings of abundance, of more abundance, of more and more abundance, and all the abundance you
wish you had in your life at this time! Greetings, Beloved Ones.
Greetings, Lord Kuthumi. And it is with great joy and pleasure in our hearts that we may gather with each of you
upon this day as we hold you firmly within the heart of Christ and securely upon the hands of God.
Beloved sisters and brother of the light, we have chosen to be in the presence of Christ with you upon this day to
bring you a very important transmission, one we trust will help all of you understand the important-ness of being
perfectly aligned with your divine right to an abundant life. You live in a material world. The world demands certain
energies from you. These energies are predominantly of a physical, material nature. However, abundance is not
limited to material wealth, yet your world’s current state of affairs has brought a keen focus to material abundance
and financial wealth, specifically. Because of this we have decided to bring forth techniques which each of you can
apply and begin the vital process of mastering the material world. All of you are striving for self mastery. The
process of self mastery includes overcoming the fears and limitations that prevent you from experiencing the
abundance of the material and spiritual world. We have also chosen this day to be the day where we bring forth a
specific thread of electromagnetic energy which we shall anchor within each of you; in so doing activating dormant
aspects of your abundance consciousness that fell to sleep 2634 years ago. To be precise! The purpose of this is far
greater than you imagine, for the time is upon humanity to shatter the illusionary world of poverty. Poverty in itself
has been an opportunity of growth for souls even though it was initially implemented by forces of lustful intention
who sought to own the power of the world, and in so doing set up a system of disempowering humanity by creating
the illusion of lack, loss and limitation. The way this was put in place was by energetically, in other words
subliminally, attacking people’s self worth.
It is very important that you understand the mechanics of energy in order to fully grasp the vastness of the
programme you have been influenced by. Humanity generally only accepts what they can physically feel, physically
touch, physically taste, smell and hear. Anything over and above the physical senses is considered fantasy, illusion,
imagination and quite simply unreal. However, there is a world far greater and more powerful than your physical
world in full activity in every millisecond of your perceived existence. There are ways to manipulate energy that
influence people without them every knowing the influence ever existed. You have all been victim to this.
Electromagnetic energy, microwaves, macrowaves, all the frequencies of energy which you do not feel physically
penetrate your system and have an impact on you.
During the First World War scientists who worked in conjunction with military experimented with such technology.
They began the experiment with their soldiers. Some know this as being brain washing. While their soldiers were in
the sleep state, waves of sound were emitted into their sleeping quarters. The sound however, was not picked up by
their physical conscious ears, but subconsciously they picked up every single word. This is called subliminal
programming. This continued every single day without fail for 6 months, and in those 6 months every soldier who
was a part of the experiment was changed for life. These men were used to infiltrate their enemy quarters and kill
without mercy. This information is available and you can study it yourself. There are many recordings of such

experiments available for the public to study. The reason why I have brought this up is because the exact same
mechanism was used to programme communities and eventually when television was introduced it took on a whole
new frequency, a whole new level, because the waves of subliminal programming could now beam into every single
person’s home who owned a television set, and it’s even worse now because you have satellite dishes. It is important
that you understand how vast and intense the influences are, that you are being bombarded from all angles. The
programme has been, in modern times that is, in order to be a "someone", to be successful, to be respected, loved,
accepted, you must look a certain way, behave a certain way, have a certain amount of naughts behind your annual
salary, drive a specific car, live in a certain suburb – conditions have been placed on your self worth. And if it falls
beneath the conditions society has placed upon the citizens of the world one’s self worth plummets. There are far
more people below the average that has been set by society than above it, and you beloved ones, are part of many
groups whom we shall work with over the next 3 years, who shall break the barriers of what is acceptable and
unacceptable.
I must tell you something now – some of you may have heard this, but it is important that you hear it again. The
sixth dimensional energy of fluid love is strengthening its influence as we speak, and as from the sixth of December
of the current year 2005 the flood gates to the sixth dimension will be open to the whole world. This flood of divine
unconditional fluid love must be integrated by all humanity, because the eighth dimensional gates open on the first
of January 2006 for the whole of humanity. No soul on earth will be allowed to integrate the full power of eighth
dimensional energy unless they have integrated the sixth dimensional energy of fluid love. Sixth dimension is the
root system for eighth dimension. It becomes the foundation upon which abundance is created. The reason for the
abuse of power as it has been witnessed over the past few thousand years is because sixth dimensional divine and
unconditional love was missing. The Great Council of Light of your universe has made the decision that never again
will that pattern be allowed to play itself out, and in order for the Golden Age and its consciousness to be held in
place for its full reign of light, only love in all its manifestations may be present. Therefore every single structure on
your planet currently that does not embody sixth dimensional fluid love will crumble, it will fall. It has to, for it does
not embody the true essence of prosperity consciousness; it embodies the true essence of lust consciousness. Lust
consciousness is greed, it is the fear of lack therefore greed becomes the motivation to own power so as not to be
without. That consciousness no longer has space in the new world all of you are working so intensely to create.
Therefore the thread of electromagnetic energy you anchor today is your initiation into the golden level of the sixth
dimension.
The platinum gate will open on the sixth of December at which time a very powerful flood of abundance energy will
come forth, but humanity needs to be educated as to what to do with it. You all are a part of the programme too, as
are all the other groups of light, who shall be activated around the globe. In April 2006 there will be a gathering of
1440 Masters and Lords of Abundance. The gathering will take place in an area currently a desert. The grounding
that shall take place will become one of the biggest hot spots on your planet for energy activity regarding the
integration of abundance energy. The reason why the masters of light have chosen this particular point
geographically is because it represents humanity’s current perception of drought, of barrenness, of nothingness, yet
within the desert there is life beyond your wildest imagination. Desert is the colour of abundance: it is gold. The
deserts are the templates in which golden consciousness has been held because we knew it would not be tampered
with in those areas. Now we can freely share with you that the codes, the grids and the templates are coming forth.
There are 888 billion grids that shall be activated. More grids than there are people on your planet. Does that not tell
you something?
To begin with, beloved ones, you need to understand that the creative power of Mother-Father God is far greater
than your ego. The power of God is greater than anything you could imagine for it is every aspect of power in
existence, therefore how arrogant of you to deprive yourself of abundance by giving power to your ego rather than to
God. Do you see where I am going with this? You have danced with darkness for the majority of your lifetime, and
lifetimes before this. Not in all of them, but in many of them. Do you know how I know this? Because you are still
dancing with it. Because you are still influenced by lust consciousness, by poverty consciousness, by victim and
conditional love consciousness. Every Ascended Master Being of the Light has had to go through the initiation all of
you are currently facing, therefore it is in your power to overcome, because we have overcome it, therefore you are
able to as well. You are called Leaders of the Light for a reason. You are the ones who set the trend which others
will come to follow. At the moment you are considered dysfunctional according to society’s perceived illusionary
norms, (much laughing!) but we love you dysfunctions and all. You however, will come to be the functional world
of light, and you will bring those who currently sneer at you, reject you, criticize you, who laugh behind your back,

who consider you to be all fruits in existence (much laughter) and nuts! Perhaps we should call you muesli, yes?!
(more laughter)
You are the new world, and your children will carry that legacy into the future, therefore do not give up on yourself,
do not give up on life, and trust that the future you are creating will truly be the paradise you fantasize about. If you
think it you can become it, and this is where intention setting is so important. I spoke earlier on about the power of
energy of an unseen nature. Your mind is in tune with this power all the time, and the quantum field is what has
been used for thousands of years to carry these thought systems and the projected energies to their various
destinations. Not only that, they have been used successfully to create very different outcomes to what was
originally planned, which is why we will not allow the abundance of the Golden Age to be tainted by any other
consciousness other than that of divine and unconditional love. For now the quantum field is becoming exclusive to
the elite members of sixth dimension and above. You are already VIP members. (laughter) Or should I say "gold
card holders"! (much laughter!)
Therefore think, very carefully, about what you think about money, about deserve-ability, about love, friendship – in
fact every area of your life. Abundance is not limited to money, but it is the focus today because it is the focus in
your world, currently. Intention setting is the basis one must build from, and we suggest all of you continue your
intention setting; the difference is that we are assisting you to anchor it in the pool of sixth dimensional
consciousness. This will bring about a very rapid change in your attitude; however it will also take you through an
intensive period for approximately 3 – 6 weeks of addressing your fears and attitudes around the manifestation of
abundance. We are accelerating this process because there is not much earth time left before the dimensional
gateways open and your souls have been calling to us to accelerate the process so that you can be the physical
anchors. You will also – all of you – be connected to and contacted by the 1440 Lords and Masters of Manifestation
that shall ground the energy in April of 2006.
So before I continue beloved ones, with my theory aspect of our transmission, it is time to initiate the activation of
your golden electro-magnetic thread into your personal pool of sixth dimensional energy. Please make yourself
comfortable in your seat, place both your feet on the ground, if it is possible, place both your hands palms facing
upward on your lap, close your eyes and begin to breathe – deeply in through your nose and exhale through your
mouth. Breathe in and out. Focus on the air you are breathing in and exhaling. Every single day you take the
breathing process for granted. You breathe in and you exhale. Many days go by with not one single thought crossing
your mind worrying about where your next breath will come from. You accept there is an abundance of air to keep
you alive. You trust it so much that you even go to sleep, knowing air will always be there! So as you continue to
breathe, connect with the idea and feeling of how abundant air is. Try and imagine every miniscule particle of air
around you. This air not only feeds you, it feeds the person to your left and to your right, and everyone else in this
room and every other person on the planet. Nature is fed by the air too. Animals, insects, the plant life – there is
more than enough air to keep everything that breathes air on your planet alive. You have never worried about there
not being enough air because you know in the very core of your being it will always be there. Hold this idea. Now
gently shift it to the idea of money. Air is an energy. It is a source that gives you life, that maintains your life.
Money is a physical manifestation of energy. There is enough energy in a cubic metre of quantum energy to boil all
the water of all the oceans of your planet. There is more energy available to you than you could ever imagine in 100
lifetimes. Your current level of consciousness does not permit you the ability to even grasp a drop of how much
energy there is available to you. There is enough natural energy on your planet to sustain every human being for all
eternity, even though your planet is considered over-populated. There is more energy available to you than you
could ever imagine in 100 lifetimes. Repeat this to yourself in your mind now, 22 times. There is more energy
available to me than I could ever imagine in 100 lifetimes.
The reason we have asked you to repeat this 22 times is because 22 is the number of the Master Builder, the
Master Architect. It is where creation comes into its fully completed state of perfection, therefore when
setting your intentions in the future, please use the number 22. 11 is the number of the self-mastered self,
reflected in all aspects of life. This combination of numerological energy is extremely powerful. Utilizing all the
sources of energy available to you is what creates a master manifestor. One should not limit one’s manifestation
abilities to the physical world; therefore work is not only about putting in physical hours of blood, sweat and tears.
In fact your physical work input should only be a third of what is created energetically. For some of you this might
be unbelievable, but then of course that’s your programming.

Now that your mind is grasping the fact that more energy exists than you could ever imagine let us take your
consciousness into the golden world of quantum energy. Imagine yourself in a world of golden light. In your
imagination create what you imagine would be the quantum energy field. Allow yourself to create it in such a way
that you understand what it means to you, therefore everything you associate abundance with include in your image
of the quantum field. You have direct access to this abundant field of energy. It responds to everything, and I mean
everything, you put in it. It responds to every wave of energy that passes through it. This grid was originally created
by the highest vibration of universal thought form that exists. As the world became consumed by fear and darkness
the structure of the quantum field began to change because not only was it now just creating all probable outcomes
of every light thought imagined, it was now also being influenced by dark thought and intention. This created the
manifestation of dark worlds, dark experiences, bearing in mind darkness is simply the absence of light. These loveless worlds became interwoven with the light world and everything changed. A new consciousness was born, one
that embodied more dark than light, and the fear took over and became the motivating force of creation.
All of you remember the original quantum field created by the highest level of universal thought. You are now
reinstating this grid. The Lords of Manifestation, the Angels of Abundance, and the Divine Essence of MotherFather God will now begin to project an electro-magnetic thread of this energy into your physical being. It begins
penetrating your monad. Imagine this in any way you choose. Take a deep breath in, as this energy begins to filter
through all your energy bodies. Very gently it moves down with each in breath and exhalation. Imagine this light
touching your crown chakra, and moving into your brain. As it does this it begins to fire electrical impulses which
initiate the process of awakening the dormant parts of your brain, specifically the abundance lobe. Your abundance
lobe is situated in your right brain. This is the area of grey matter that holds the knowledge of the vastness and
power of creation. This thread will feed energy to this part of your brain. It will continue to fire energy in order to
awaken the deep inner remembering and conscious knowing that what I have said to you today is a concrete truth. A
fact of life you were created in.
This thread will move down your spine and root itself in your coccyx. Now imagine a warm energy in the base of
your body. This warm energy is the rooting of this thread. If you can’t feel it physically imagine how it would feel.
Lord Hilarion, one of the Lords of Manifestation, joins you and links his energy to your base chakra and your heart
chakra. I, Kuthumi, one of the Lords of Abundance and Manifestation, join my energy with your energy field. I link
it through your sacral and throat chakra. Lord Metatron, Archangel of Light and Grand Archangel of Manifestation,
manifests in your energy field, creating a link from your solar plexus to your third eye chakra. Lord Melchizedek
and Lord Maitreya manifest in your energy field, both of them linking their energy with your crown chakra and
filtering a rod of stability in your spine. This rod becomes an axis upon which your energy field will spin, stabilizing
your consciousness in abundance energy; therefore you will receive additional support so that you do not spin out of
control as a result of the influence of fearful collective consciousness thoughts. This axis will keep you aligned with
the grids of abundance. Breathe it in and imagine your energy spinning on this new axis; imagine your energy field
embraced by the light of the Lords and Angels of Light, Manifestation and Abundance. Now begin imagining
yourself approaching a gateway. This gateway is made up of many iridescent colours of pink, white, gold, platinum,
light blue, aquamarine green, in other words Mother of Pearl. Imagine these colours penetrating your aura so that
your aura becomes fluid Mother of Pearl energy. Breathe it in; allow it to stabilize in your energy field. These
colours and energy are sixth dimensional energy. Now visualize Lord Jesus manifesting behind you. Imagine Lord
Jesus manifesting another aspect of himself before you, another aspect to your left and another aspect to your right.
Imagine Mother God beneath you, and Father God above you. On your next in-breath imagine a dome of golden
energy manifesting around you, above and below. This dome gently begins to turn around you. As it does this it
draws out all negative and limiting consciousness from your energy field. It removes all thoughts of self-sabotage, of
low self worth, all threads of poverty consciousness that bind you to the old world paradigm of loss and lack. It
begins removing all the threads of victim consciousness that keep you in patterns of self-sabotage. It begins to melt
the crystals that keep you frozen in time and in beliefs of conditional love, and lust consciousness. Some of you may
even feel as if your body is becoming fluid. In your imagination it may appear your body becomes fluid. Do not
concern yourself; surrender to it. This golden dome is the vehicle that will carry you into the sixth dimension, for it
has for now removed all the limitation that has prevented you from fully stepping into sixth dimension. On your next
in-breath imagine the dome beginning to move with Master Jesus and Mother-Father God escorting you through the
Mother of Pearl gates and into sixth dimension. Initially it may appear or feel very foreign and alien. The reason for
this is because levels of love exist that you have never consciously experienced. It will take a few months for all
your energy bodies, including your physical body, to adapt to the new vibration. You will witness the adaptation as
coming into its state of completion by your attitude towards prosperity changing. The constant manifestation of

abundance will be another clue. It may begin with small little things; do not ignore them for they shall become the
grander schemes that take you into the abundant world of golden living.
Beloved ones take some time now to explore the sixth dimension. You will not be permitted to stay in it fully, but
get a taste of it. Let your imagination and your senses run wild. Love makes anything possible. The love of life, the
love of money, the love of love, the love of peace, the love of joy, the love of harmony, will bring it into being. Love
it to life. On many occasions we have heard you say: "I will give anything to be rid of this poverty, or pain. I will
give anything to be free of financial worry". Beloved ones all you need to give up is your fear of money, your fear of
love, your fear of joy, your fear of peace, harmony and happiness. You fear it because you are afraid of losing it,
therefore it is safe not to have it at all because then you won’t lose it. Times have changed, and it is time to change
with the new times. It is time to see your world through the eyes of God, not through the eyes of the fearful world.
You have been taught you were created in the image of God, therefore you have the power to create, to heal and to
break away from anything or anyone that contributes to any pattern of limitation, sacrifice, pain, poverty – anything
that keeps you in a state of victimization. You have the power to leave it behind. This is what you need to give in
order to get the abundance you so desire. While exploring the sixth dimension replay my words in your head.
Imagine the fluid love of sixth dimension washing all those fears away, taking from you what you are prepared to
give in order to be free.
Now beloved ones using your co-creative power call upon the full and divine essence of Father God, of Mother God,
and Lord Jesus, ask them now to facilitate the manifestation of the abundance grid before you. Remember to include
all the associations to abundance in this grid. I remind you this grid is manifested in the sixth dimension therefore it
embodies all the sixth dimensional qualities of fluid love, qualities of love you as yet have not experienced. Now in
your mind please repeat after me:
"Beloved Father-Mother God and divine Master Jesus, I ask that you facilitate the process of aligning my entire
electro-magnetic field, my full chakric system on all levels through all dimensions, parallel and alternate, with the
abundance grid within the sixth dimension currently in creation. I ask that you, mightiest creators of life that exist,
bring all my subtle bodies, including my physical body, my emotional body and my mental body of this current
timeline and any other timeline, into perfect and harmonious alignment with this abundance grid held within the
sixth dimension. I ask that all energies of a conscious, subconscious and unconscious nature connected to limitation,
fear, lack and suffering within my current self and all parallel and alternate selves, be disengaged, dismantled and
dislodged immediately under grace in perfect and miraculous ways. I command the divine pure flow of untainted
abundant love, joy, peace, harmony, self-worth, self-love, self-acceptance, success in all its forms and every other
aspect of abundance which my soul believes is a part of my being come into manifestation immediately in
accordance with the highest will of my soul under grace in perfect, harmonious and miraculous ways. I consciously
choose to release myself from all fearful thoughts, fearful attitudes, conditionings, perceptions, and attitudes of
victim consciousness. I consciously choose to release myself on all levels – conscious, subconscious and
unconscious, in this timeline and in all parallel and alternate timelines from the genetic imprints of poverty
consciousness, victim consciousness, conditional love consciousness, and lust consciousness that have resulted in
me experiencing limitation in this current life and every other life I have lived. I consciously choose to live in
harmony and alignmebt with the divine template that Mother-Father God created for me at the very beginning of my
existence and I command this template of divine love, divine light, divine wisdom, divine power, divine knowledge
and divine truth become one with me now under grace in perfect, harmonious and miraculous ways. In return I give
up all fear. Beloved Mother-Father God I hand you my fears in return for my original divine will and plan."
Take a deep breath in, exhale through your mouth. Imagine your divine will and plan of your original origin
penetrating your body. It activates all the abundance grids in your energy field that you are currently aligned with.
And the golden dome seals it.
Give thanks to Mother-Father God and to Master Jesus, thank them for the opportunity to experience what you have
just gone through. Very gently they begin to usher you back to the Mother of Pearl gate. They assure you the energy
you have just integrated from the sixth dimension will remain with you. You will continue to anchor the fluid love in
your life. You will continue to heal, to grow, and to step into the templates of abundance and on the sixth December
2005 there will be a great celebration and initiation which I, Lord Kuthumi, along with Lord Melchizedek, Lord
Maitreya, Archangel Metatron and Lord Hilarion will conduct. If it is your divine wish and will to join the others
who will be present, the pearly gates are open to you.

Beloved ones your energy has successfully been aligned with the electro-magnetic field of quantum light and the
abundance grids of pure love in the sixth dimension. Very gently start drawing your consciousness back into your
physical body. Feel your energy filling your physical body. Become aware of the activities and the sound around
you. Stretch your legs, stretch your arms, rotate your ankles and your wrists.
Beloved ones it is vital that you hold your energy in positivity. The year 2006 is one of the greatest years for
manifesting abundance. It is also the onset of the most powerful grounding of the Christ-light grids that have ever
been experienced on your planet. Not even in Atlantis was this experienced. You are witnessing the greatest change
of energy ever to happen on any planet in your solar system; therefore enjoy the life you are in for never again will
one such as this ever come. The universe has its eyes on you. The keys to the universe are being handed to its
rightful keepers of light. You will unlock the door for others to come. Every atom of negativity, fear and limitation
you transmute into light will enhance the frequencies of light on your planet. This will lighten the energy altogether.
Watch your world change. See how more movements will come into being to eradicate poverty on your planet. You
will have individual insights and revelations regarding your divine right to abundance. You will feel the conditioned
programs once locked in your cells break loose and fall away. There are two key energies to apply, beloved ones,
and those are patience and above all, perseverance. You have overcome many limitations already; you are now on
the road to receiving your reward for all the effort you have put in. Your path of service is expanding, and all you
are required to do is do what you do best, with all your heart, with all your soul. The trick is loving what you are
doing, with all your heart and all your soul, and I promise you God will take care of the rest. The universe supports
action. Let your actions be motivated by love. You have the right to do what you love doing. That is why you love
it. God intended for you to love it because that is how you are meant to serve. Suffering in a dead end job or
relationship or home is not necessary. It is your conditioned belief in pain and suffering that holds you there. That is
all. That is the very bottom line.
Every day will make a difference. Every day intend for the light that you have just experienced to be the majority
rule in your life. A very important part of manifesting abundance is creating your day by setting intentions at the
very beginning of your day. Because part of your conditioning expects challenge, expects suffering, expects
limitation, subconsciously you create such experiences. In fact you create your day all the time, but for the majority
of people it is an unconscious creation of the day. You will now create your day with consciousness. When you
wake in the morning take 10 minutes to breathe in the abundant air. That breath will trigger the memory of what we
began your visualization with today. It will trigger the association with abundance and that there is more than
enough. Breathing in deeply and exhaling whether the sun is shining or the heavens are covered with thunderclouds
matters not. And then think about and feel what you would love to experience in your day. If you have a diary look
at what is planned for your day and how you would like to experience what you have to do. If you have a dreary
chore that needs completing think about a joyful way to experience it and set the intention that what is perceived as a
dreary chore becomes a joyful activity. I assure you in as little as 7 days of doing what I have suggested every day
there will be a remarkable and very noticeable change in your life and your attitude toward your daily routine. Those
of you who hate your jobs do the same. One of two things will happen: either your attitude to your work and the
people you work with will change, and the dynamic will change completely and the environment will not be as
intense as it was, or you will manifest an opportunity to do what you love. Every day affirm to yourself "I deserve to
love what I do, and what I love to do is what God intended me to do." Tell yourself this every day a minimum of 22
times. Everything you wish to change put into simple affirmations, always in their positive tense, and I assure you,
you will change your dreary monotonous life to something joyful and exciting. Many other things occur. You begin
to experience synchronicity – being in the right place at the right time. Your intuition becomes stronger, you become
more consciously receptive; therefore you are required to respond to your inner promptings and act. When you take
action you will see the magic of the universe at play, you will see how the miracles of life are interwoven into every
day experience, and then you will accept that God never meant for anyone to suffer. It is the ego of humanity that
has kept you in that state of being. God is the mightiest being in existence and exists in every form of light, in every
form of love and inside every one of you. Because it is the image you were created from you deserve all the good
things in life. There is one challenge however; and that is what to do with this energy? Will you squander it? Will
you be in so much shock that you don’t touch it and leave it in the closet and then begin to complain again about
things not going your way? What will you do with this energy? Take a moment now and imagine having everything
you deserve and desire. Now I speak not of ego desires; I speak of soul desires. Think very carefully. I then want
every single one of you to verbalise this and we will encode it into the abundance grids and create a safety net for all
of you in which to create this. Do you all understand?

Acknowledgement.
When you are ready, please begin with the person to my left.
(Everyone does as was asked)
Beloved ones you have set the template for your intentions and what you have voiced today is part of your focus.
This is where you begin. You now have the focus. Your energy is spinning on a new axis. You have been supported
in being aligned with the abundance grids. Your electro-magnetic field has been linked up to all the electro-magnetic
fields of positive energy. Take advantage of this beloved ones, and dream your dreams to life. Live them, love them
and they become an animated world in which you continue to create. The world you are in is one you created. You
have seen your power and ability already. You now have the opportunity to simply do it a little different. Call upon
the Master Architect energy. Hold yourself in the 22 vibration. Call forth the abundant force you have been
introduced to today on a conscious level and know that everything you put your mind and heart into will reap
abundant rewards. It is very important you listen to your intuition, follow your instinct, listen to your heart. If you
are presented with an opportunity that may appear to bring abundance and you do not feel comfortable with it,
honour your feelings. Please. It is vital. You are creating the paths upon which others will walk into the abundant
world. Now are there any questions we can assist any of you with, that will contribute to what we wish to add to
today?
Lord Kuthumi, I’ve just had an interesting idea or vision of 22, and if it’s masculine and feminine and you take the 2
and you flip it around to the other side of 2, it creates your heart on a foundation, which can be interpreted in a
number of ways.
Thank you for your creative insight.
Lord Kuthumi, one of the things I feel that is blocking my manifestation and abundance at this particular point is my
relationship with my ex-boyfriend which doesn’t seem to be concluding itself. I just would like to know if there’s
anything in particular that I should be doing right now, or if it’s just a period of waiting for me?
What keeps the game going?
I do believe he is operating from a base of fear at this particular point, because he seems not to want to let go –
there’s one or two transactions which are purely business related which we need to conclude in order to make the
final break in terms of the relationship, or some of the physical ties that still bind us together, and he for some reason
is refusing to sign the documents.
Sister we suggest that you take this matter to the Council of Light and bring it into the golden dome you were placed
into today where Lord Jesus in his 4 divine aspects, along with Mother God and Father God can bring it to its divine
conclusion. Ask that all threads of fear and limitation be dissolved, releasing you to continue with your life in
accordance with the divine plan and higher will of all that is. Set your intentions daily that the matter comes to a
harmonious end, releasing both of you to move on under grace, in perfect, harmonious and miraculous ways. Is this
clear?
Yes it is, Lord Kuthumi. I have – my intention has been to involve some legal aid this coming week in terms of just
serving him with some papers. Would this be an appropriate action or is the meditation you’ve just suggested
sufficient?
Sister, perform the meditation we have suggested. Set the intention that if you still need to take the physical route as
you are planning, that you receive confirmation of this within the next 24 hours. Either way, whether to go or not.
Do you understand?
I do. Thank you very much.
You are welcome.

Lord Kuthumi, you spoke earlier that the 1440 Lords and Masters of Manifestation will contact all of us. I presume
this will be in a way that none of us will miss the contact?
I hope not!
Thank you. The other thing I’d like to find out about is which Master is helping with the channelling – I’m doing
journey work practitioner. Which Master is channelling the energy and is he the right person I should call upon
when I’m doing this work, or is there somebody else?
Sister, it appears in fact that there is more than one energy present, and one of them is Lord Arcturus. In fact Lord
Arcturus is a very busy being at the moment. The system of light the Arcturians have brought forth is in fact
penetrating all the pathways of healing, bringing forth the new vibrations of energy and vibrational healing.
Therefore it would be beneficial for you to hold him in your thoughts when performing such tasks. Because you are
also connected to children Lady Mary – or Mother Mary, whichever you would prefer to call her, is very active in
your energy field too. Is this clear?
Thank you very much.
Perhaps you can use the journey work with the children. It is a safe modality for them.
That is my intention. And with the teachers. They need more help, I think!
In this case I agree. Blessings, sister.
Lord Kuthumi, if one had to try and package the gift we’ve been given today to be able to share it with people that
are not necessarily like-minded or haven’t become conscious of their own mastered skills, how would one do that?
Sister, basically it is about understanding how one’s thoughts and attitudes create one’s reality. Ask anyone about
something they have been afraid of and they will tell you that a fear has manifested. Something they have dreaded
has come about. That in itself is the perfect example of what you focus on is what you will create. The world is filled
with fear, with angst. It is a very frenetic energy. People need to learn to calm themselves, and to focus on what will
bring their life peace, harmony and less stress, therefore it is simply choosing a more positive outlook on life, and in
so doing psychologically things change. Do you understand?
I do. Thank you very much. And thank you for the gift of today.
You are welcome.
Lord Kuthumi, please may I request in order to aid and intensify my humanitarian work and also to work with the
animals and all the other systems and kingdoms of life on this planet, if it’s in accordance with the highest will of
my soul, please may I ask for clairaudience, clairvoyance, and psychic abilities to be activated and come to the fore
so that I’m consciously aware of how to go about with helping.
Sister it is important for you to know, and everyone else to know, that clairvoyance, clairaudience, clairsentience,
psychic abilities, whatever you want to call it, are inside everyone. Every person can do it. The only thing stopping
you from experiencing it, is believing that you don’t have the power to experience it. Therefore as your attitudes and
belief systems change, as your perceptions move away from the illusionary world and into the authentic world, you
will remember how to use those abilities. As more of your brain becomes alive and awake you will automatically
access those qualities inherent in every single living human being. Do you understand?
Yes, thank you Lord Kuthumi.
Blessings be with you.
Lord Kuthumi, what would you suggest for those of us who are unable to be present on the sixth of December? You

will be channelling on that day, I think – the message.
Yes we will. Perhaps then you can give a crystal to someone who will be present and it will be encoded.
Thank you.
You are welcome.
Master Kuthumi, the caduceus that I received from Thoth, I would very much like to use it as a symbol on either my
stationary or my business card or whatever. Will I be able to use that with my name or do I have to have a company
name to put that into?
You can use whatever name you choose, sister.
And Lord Kuthumi, who’s working with me at the moment, and do you sometimes work also with me?
I have assisted you on many occasions, yes. At this current time assisting you is Master Serapis Bey.
Thank you.
You are welcome.
Beloved ones it is important at this time now, that we urge each of you to create something physical which
resembles or reflects or symbolizes abundance for you. You can make your abundance grid, an abundance wand,
anything that represents the abundance you have tapped into today. Creating it physically and having it in your space
will keep your energy consciously connected to what is being done today and to what you set in place for yourself
through your intentions to create and bring into manifestation in your life. Do you all understand this? Any questions
regarding this?
I didn’t understand that part - how to create it physically.
Any way you like. You can draw it, paint it, sew it, plant it; you can sculpt it, mosaic it, knit it, sew it, whatever you
wish. You understand?
Yes I do.
It is a creative activity, therefore unlimited.
Thank you.
You are welcome.
Beloved ones, our time has come to an end now. Try and remember the feeling of connectedness to the divine fluid
love you experienced in sixth dimension. Remind yourself of the intentions you have set for yourself today, and let
these guide you in the direction of focus in order to manifest your divine rights. Your world is changing and will
continue to change. Have faith and trust. And so it is that we bless each of you with the divine faith, the trust, the
vision, the creativity, the insights, the patience and perseverance to come fully into the light of the divine, abundant
template, to come fully into the divine authentic light of the abundant creator you are and at one with.
Trust in the many invisible arms that hold you and know that not ever do you walk alone. We are all one and with
you always in all ways. May the light of Mother-Father God shine brightly upon the pathway before you and may
every step you take be a steady one. I am Kuthumi, Chohan of the Golden Ray of Love and Wisdom and I greet you
and bless you in love. Adonai.
Adonai.

